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Steps, Traditions and Concepts for August-September
Step 8 - Made a list of all persons we had harmed and became willing to
make amends to them all.
Step 9 - Made direct amends to such people wherever possible, except
when to do so would injure them or others
Tradition 8 - Overeaters Anonymous should remain forever nonprofessional, but our service centers may employ special workers.
Tradition 9 - OA, as such, ought never be organized; but we may create
service boards or committees directly responsible to those they serve.
Concept eight - The Board of Trustees has delegated to its Executive Committee the
responsibility to administer the OA World Service Office.
Concept nine - Able, trusted servants, together with sound and appropriate methods of
choosing them, are indispensable for effective functioning at all service levels.

30-years ago: OA Israel IG hosts first Region 9 Assembly & Convention in 1983
OA‛s Growth Worldwide Takes a Giant Step Forward (Report by Jeanine M.)
In 1981, some Israeli OA members came to
Seattle for the 1981 WS Convention and talked
about their hopes to host a convention in Israel
and invite USA OA members. In April 1982 and
again in June 1982, OA Israel wrote World
Service Office (WSO) asking for support and
representation for such an event. Around this
same time (May 1982) at the OA World Service
Business Conference (WSBC), the WSO bylaws
were amended to change the structure of OA.
All OA groups outside the USA & Canada (Region
1-8) were officially organized into Region 9. At
this same WSBC, I was elected as Region
Trustee at Large -- a position officially changed
at the end of the conference to Region 9
Trustee -- intended to serve on the Board of
Trustees for the newly recognized Region 9. At

that time in 1982, those of us involved did not
fully understand the road we would begin to
travel. After my election to the Board, the first
pieces of mail from WSO to me were the letters
from OA Israel. I wrote back by airmail as we
had no email in those days. I explained to OA
Israel the need to organize Region 9 based on
the 1982 WSBC decisions. I asked whether OA
Israel would be willing to designate their
proposed event as a Region 9 business assembly
&
convention.
After
2
months
of
correspondence, several phone discussions, OA
Israel and the WSO Board supported the Region
9 Convention/Assembly. The Board approved
funding for my trip to Tel Aviv to assist this
organizational effort. I recognized that OA
Israel would help worldwide OA by establishing
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Region 9‛s service structure. Then, I mailed a
questionnaire to all Region 9 Intergroups. Their
responses later helped guide the Assembly
decisions. Special OA members from groups in
various countries came to Israel and served
Region 9 at the assembly. Their faith, service,
love, enthusiasm, and commitment helped
worldwide OA begin to overcome their obvious
geographic obstacles. An appropriate theme was

Total Groups
Total Intergroups
Total Countries

chosen by OA Israel for this historic event
hosted at Hotel Dan in Tel Aviv from June 8-12,
1983: ONE WORLD - ONE PROGRAM. An
estimated 40 foreign attendees & 160 local OA
members converged on the Dan Hotel in Tel Aviv
for a ground-breaking event for OA and Region
9. Here‛s a summary of the 1st six (6) years of
OA‛s worldwide growth after this historic event.
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Here‛s a partial list of OA attendees from a “We Care” sheet signed at the 1983 Region 9 Convention in
Israel:
 From Israel: Carol W; Roberta S; Hulda R; Jeanne W; Adele N; Naomi R; Lynn T; Helen G; Florence
B; Ahuva G; Tirza T; Elana C; Hadas G; Tova A; Hagit B; Ruth O; Nechama L; Donna B; Michael M;
Sonya R; Doron W; Ann L; Reuven L; Jochanan V; Varda T; Maya B; Ora K; Sara S; Frieda R; Karen G;
Norm & Judy E; Miriam S; Elliava B; Rina S; Hana S; Ester G; Vael N; Orit B; Yaron E; Orna B; Miri R.
 From Iceland: Fred T. from Reykjavik
 From Australia: Julie S. from Melbourne
 From Germany: Haim C. from Munich W. Germany
 From USA: Jeanine M. R9 Trustee, Rozanne S. OA Co-founder, & many other OA members including:
Phyllis Y; Rosalind & Marvin R; Debbi R; H. Marsha Y; Rose R; Penny S; Mary Ellen A; Esther R; Rachel
A; Laura M; Debbie F; Vicki H; Rhea R; Phyllis K; Peter F; Irene S.
During the first 6-years of spectacular growth
starting in 1983, Region 9 enjoyed a diverse
representation of trusted servants -- including
but not limited to the following OA members
and decisions:
1983, Tel-Aviv Israel: Jeanine, R9 Trustee
presents Assembly agenda & suggested ground
rules;
Co-Founder Rozanne shares; Region 9 attendees
adopt ground rules & preside over assembly. Election result: Carol W. from Israel - R9 Chair; Fred T.
from Iceland - R9 Secretary; Roberta S. from Israel - R9 budget/finance, Julie S. from Australia - R9
NL Editor; Haim C. from W. Germany - R9 contact for 2nd R9 Assembly/Convention 1985, Also, voted to
host R9 Assembly a day before WSBC next May in USA
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1984, USA WSBC: R9 delegates meet, Discuss 1985 Assembly plans with Regula from W. Germany
Intergroup; Eva M. from London agreed to be R9 NL Editor
1985, Munich W. Germany: Carol W. from Israel returned to chair assembly; Irene C. from Ireland
elected R9 Secretary; Helen G. from Israel elected R9 Treasurer; Vivienne M. from Ireland - R9 NL
Editor & Literature Com., Elizabeth S. from England R9 Long-Range Planning, Anna F. from W. Germany
R9 Outreach; Noel from Spain - R9 Foreign Publishing; B. from W.Germany - R9 Public Information.
Assembly decided R9 needed to organize into 3 Districts for easier geographic representation. Jeanine
attended assembly for WSO after being re-elected to 2nd term R9 Trustee by WSBC earlier that year.
1986, Sydney Australia: OA hosts 1st District 3 of Region 9 Assembly. Note: In the 90‛s, WSO
recognized the basic area known as R9 District 3 as Region 10 and added a Region 10 Trustee to the
Board for WSO.
1987, Dublin Ireland: Convention & Assembly Hosted by Dublin Intergroup. Irene C. from Ireland
elected R9 Chair; Adele N. from Israel - R9 Secretary, Helen G. from Israel returned as R9 Treasurer.
Carol from Israel was nominated by Region 9 for the Region 9 WSO Board position to be elected at
WSBC in 1988.
1988, USA WSBC: Jeanine‛s R9 Trustee term ends; Carol W from Israel elected R9 Trustee
In addition to all of the data I found in my
1980‛s files of Region 9, I‛d like to acknowledge
the valuable contributions of the Conference
International Committee established in 1979
after OA co-founder Rozanne brought back news
from OA groups outside the USA and Canada
about
the
difficulties
international groups face. In
1982,
the
International
Committee‛s members, with
the leadership of Mary from
Minneapolis, raised funds to
help delegates from around
the world attend the World
Service Business Conference.
After
Region
9
was
established in 1983, the Board
recommended that conference committees
should not maintain funds as it could establish
precedents that may be complicated in the
future. As a result, we had to solve “how-to”
handle donations to Region 9 as well as
contributions to support funding scholarships
for R9 delegates to attend the WSBC. Region 9
was not yet ready to establish a complicated
treasury due to all that is involved with
exchange rates from various countries.

Contributions for Region 9 were being sent to
WSO who did not want to be involved in Regional
finances. To remedy this situation until other
solutions could be implemented, I worked with
local St. Louis OA members, the Conference
International Committee, and the Board to find
an interim solution, At this point,
we established a committee in St.
Louis FOR-9 (Friends of Region 9)
who worked with me to manage
donated Region 9 funds until the
brand-new
Region
9
service
structure could become selfsupporting.
The first donation
received was $1.00 from Japan.
We also opened a St. Louis post
office box to notify donors where
donations could be sent for Region 9. I am
grateful that my service efforts were always
supported by many St. Louis OA members and
friends like Nikki S; Mariann Z; Mary Ellen S;
Loretta B; and Vicki L. These OA members
helped maintain the integrity of Region 9‛s bank
account with annual reports to Region 9 officers
and processed applications for financial
assistance helping more R9 delegates attend
WSBC. I don‛t believe I have ever adequately
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expressed my gratitude to these local members.
Their selfless service gave a solution to R9‛s
financial dilemma. In late 1994, all funds and
fiscal responsibilities were turned over to WSO,
Regions 9 & 10 by the St. Louis FOR-9
committee when Adele from Israel was R9 Chair.
At that time, $930.58 was transferred to
Region 9 through WSO.
PS…In closing this report, I‛d like to share my
gratitude for the years that I served as STL Bistate‛s delegate to the WSBC from 1975 to
1982 before serving the Board for WSO &
Region 9. My R9 service would not have been
possible without years of basic training in OA
service. When I attended my first WSBC in
1975, Alta from California presented a motion on
procedures to follow before giving the
Conference Seal of Approval to OA literature.
The motion passed and Alta asked for volunteers
to serve on the literature committee.
I
volunteered and was selected to go back to St.
Louis and find OA members willing to help send
feedback to WSO on proposed literature for OA
as a whole. My service would have ended in 1978
except for problems when these procedures
were nearly lost to OA and WSBC. In 1979, the
STL committee members -- Mariann Z; Mary G;
Nikki S; Loretta B; Donna K; and Mary Ellen S -urged me to continue my delegate service
because we believed the procedures for
approving OA literature deserved to be
maintained and/or amended -- but NOT ignored.
When I could not resolve the literature
procedures problem serving as a delegate, I
decided to seek a board position in 1981 with the
hope of solving the problem as a board member.
Until I lost that 1981 election, I didn‛t realize
how much I wanted to serve on the board for
WSO. I was stunned by my sadness. My

husband heard me cry as I gave him the news
over the telephone.
Although my husband
disliked my service trips, the pain I felt helped
him tolerate my service. When I decided to
seek a board position in 1982, a local member
suggested that I wasn‛t accepting God‛s will. I
explained that I wanted to give HP one more
chance. Then, I asked and received Region 4‛s
approval as a board nominee for the open Region
Trustee at Large position -- changed to Region 9
Trustee at the end of the 1982 conference.
Other friends and members helped me
understand what I needed to do to help the
conference
delegates
understand
my
qualifications for this service. I needed, asked
for, and accepted their help. In 1982, there
were 5 nominees for this position. With 5
nominees, it took several ballots before a
majority vote was reached for a candidate. I
was elected and my life changed forever due to
this worldwide service experience. Before my 6
years of board service ended, the 1975
procedures for conference seal of approval were
clarified and amended for WSBC. In 1986, I
was appointed by the board to chair the Board
Literature Committee -- a rewarding way to
finish my service for WSO.
I share this
postscript to encourage others, who like me,
were afraid to give service or to speak up for
principles. It‛s worthwhile to work our way
through such fears! OA service helps OA while
providing personal growth for those willing to
get involved. As Region 9 Trustee, I met OA
members from around the world and continue to
keep in touch with some of you. What a blessing!
Thank you for letting me share early Region 9
history and my experiences in OA service. I look
forward to celebrating 30-years of Region 9
growth with you at your 2013 assembly &
convention in Israel November 6-9, 2013.

Submitted with Loving Service in 2013, Jeanine M., St. Louis Missouri USA,
Region 9 Trustee 1982-1988
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Reminders




November 1, 2013 - Delegate Support Fund Applications due to WSO Received (WSO)
November 6 to 9, 2013 – Region 9 Assembly & Convention , Israel
November 16, 2013 - IDEA / Abstinence Day

Happy Anniversary Region 9!
It is funny to think, that when Region 9 was started 30 years ago, OA didn't exist in Denmark where I'm
from, yet. Thirty years ago, I was in my teens and my life was a mess. I was absolutely sure that there
was no one out there that liked me, and as far as I was concerned, they would never come to a point
where they would think that I was a person to be friends with. I could never have imagined what a new
point of view I would achieve thirty years later, and that I actually was to get friends!
In my daily life I think of Region 9 many
times a day, and to me, it is a wonderful
feeling to have in mind that I got this family.
It's the same joyous feeling I get when I'm
planning to go to a meeting, and then I always
have in mind, conscious and subconscious ,
that I will meet my friends there, whenever
it is one of my regular meetings, R9 Board
Skype meetings, R9 A&C, WSBC, or OA
members celebrations of abstinence.
In Denmark a lot of people don't know much about Region 9, or nothing at all. And since my first R9 A&C
in 2010, I have wanted to tell people about the region, and to get them to know more. I feel that I have
a big responsibility to bring on the message and all my knowledge.
To me, Region 9 and all my experiences with the work within it, has been a huge spiritual awakening which
I would never have lived without. I feel pleased and loved and what more could I ever want? My current
and previous service positions, has had a deep impact on my life as a whole, and I'm very happy about
that I said yes to go to my first Region 9 Assembly, even though I did not had the a clue on what I lead
myself into. What an enormous and exciting surprise it was to walk right in to “my” rooms there!
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I love to be a member of Region 9 Board, and I love to do all the secretary work. It is very very time
consuming, but it is such a gift I got from my Higher Power!
Love in Service
Mette
Region 9 Secretary

What‛s New on the Region 9 Website?
(Useable links - press CTRL key and click)
 R9 Chairs Report of RCC meeting and convention 2013


Translate OA PI Video To Your Own Language



Region 9 newsletter



Region 9 Assembly & Convention 2013



PI & PO Suggestions
Group Support



Tips
1. Group conscience for groups and IG‛s in collecting and distributing contributions
2. Lifeline rep promotion ; promoting all groups purchase a lifeline subscription
3. Encourage Service Bodies to have abstinence workshops & financial workshops
4. Awareness of identifying abstinent sponsors at all OA events

Region 9 2013 Assembly and Convention
Nov 6th-9th, Israel
Register today!!
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Region 9: An Overview
By Hulda Rosenthal
Up until the year 1994 WSBC, R9 was considered “the rest of the world.” Regions1-8 covered the USA
and Canada. In the 1994 WSBC, R10 was established by cutting the Far East, including Australia and New
Zealand, from R9. In spite of the shrinkage in area, there has been a steady increase in the number of
IG, N/LSBs in R9. In the 2000 WSBC, South and Central America became part of R8, thus making R9
more manageable. Still, even now, R9 is the largest region in terms of territory.
By May 2000, Region 9 spread over Europe, Africa, Asia, Central America, South America and the Middle
East. One thousand twenty one groups held meetings in twenty different languages and dialects
scattered over 60 countries: Argentina, Austria, Belgium, Bermuda, Brazil (Mato Grosso, Ro de Janerio,
Rio Grande de Sol, San Paulo), Channel Islands, Chile, Cyprus, Columbia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Denmark,
Dominican Republic, Egypt, El Salvador, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain (England, Scotland,
Wales), Greece, Guam, Guatemala, Iceland, India, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Kenya, Luxembourg, Monaco,
Malta, the Netherlands, Northern Ireland, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Russia, Turkey, Uganda, United
Arab Emirates, Uruguay, Venezuela, the West Indies (San Lucia) Trinidad, Jamaica and Zimbabwe.
Region 9
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National/Language Service
Boards
National /Language Service Boards:






Columbia NSB served 2 countries and 2
IGs
Brazil NSB served 9 IGs
Great Britain NSB serves 8 IGs
Israel NSB served 6 IGs
The German LSB served 4 countries:
Germany, Austria, Luxembourg, and
German speaking Switzerland.






The R9 English LSB served all the
English-speaking meetings in non-English
speaking countries all over Europe.
The Swedish NSB servesd 3 IGs
The French LSB served France, French
Belgium intergroup, and French Swiss IG
(but it ceased to exist).
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In the 1995 WSBC, the newly established NSB and LSB were officially accepted as part of the
structure of Overeaters Anonymous in R9 and 10 only. As OA spread out in pockets throughout the
world, R9 members had to find
alternative ways of doing the
business of OA, not only on a
regional basis but also inside
the different countries. The
new service body evolved in
different ways, in different
countries, yet the role was the
same—to help alleviate the feeling of isolation and to better carry the message to the still suffering
compulsive overeater. The service boards became responsible for translating the material into the local
language, as well as serving as a liaison with the WSO, translating the mail, newsletters etc. Moreover,
handling the financial transactions (literature orders and contributions) in countries not only using
different currencies but also having restrictions and regulations concerning transfer of money. For
example, as a region we had to devise a network of satellite banking to overcome that problem because
even within Europe there were 20 different languages as well as 20 different currencies. These service
boards became national service boards or language service boards, serving people in different countries
using the same language.
Translations
The first priority in any non-English speaking country, which is the case in most countries in R9, is to
translate the OA material to the local language. The fellowship flourished only in those countries that
rose immediately to the task, for example Germany and Israel. The language barrier and the inaccurate
translations caused some infringement of copyright laws concerning our name and our literature. For
example, the German name DDOA included the name of the country, the Spanish speaking countries use
CCA-Compulsive Eaters, and the French use the word “bulimic” in the name and not all of them use the
acronym OA.
As there was not always a structured service body to handle the translated material, it sometimes got
lost or did not get to all the groups. For example, I found pamphlets translated to Icelandic in a church
in a small fishing village where the meeting ceased to exist and the members in Reykjavik were not even
aware of the existence of these pamphlets. I carried Spanish materials (Mexican and Latin American
Spanish) to Spain but the Spanish members did not accept it because it was not consistence with the
language spoken in Spain. The same situation occurred in France with French material translated by the
French Canadian groups. In the Scandinavian countries, each country insisted on material in their own
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language and refused to work with other material they may have understood. The problem was they could
not financially afford to translate and print the books At the Egypt Arabic-speaking meeting, I brought
with me some materials translated in Israel into Arabic.
The special issues that R9 has always faced and probably always will have to deal with:
 Poor communication as a direct result of the huge
distances and the language and cultural difference not only
between R9 and WSO, but also among countries in the
region. This has been considerably reduced by electronic
communication but nonetheless there are still many areas
that do not have access to this tool.
 Lack of funds needed for translations and
publication of material in the local languages as well as
national PI and HIPN work, which is done partly in the USA
by the WSO.
The situation will eventually become better and easier when
R9 becomes even smaller and splits into additional regions.
The strategic plan of R9 acknowledges the differences
between R9 and the other regions and develops methods to
help attract more compulsive eater to the fellow, which is growing and spreading in R9.
Personal Involvement
I have been involved with R9 activities since its official inauguration in 1993 in Israel. I have
participated in all R9 assemblies/conventions except one from 1983 to 2004 as a delegate of the Israeli
intergroup, a delegate of the NSB, the Treasurer of R9, the Trustee of R9 and again as a delegate of
the NSB.
I witnessed the development of R9 from a fledgling 'All The Rest of The World"(excluding USA and
Canada) Region consisting of affiliated and non affiliated groups and IGS, fiscally dependent on the
generosity of the wonderful Friends of R9 from St Louise with small assemblies conventions every
second year- to an independent region financially managed by the R9 treasurer via a sophisticated
satellite banking system (by then a newly developed system in the world) From a region that could not
even fund the officers to the assemblies, the region started having annual Assemblies/Conventions, the
officers were funded and eventually so were the Chairs to the Region Chairs Assemblies hosted by the
different Regions. In 2004 R9 hosted this event and for the first time ever, all the Regions Chairs came
to R9. In 1996 the Region hosted the Annual WS Convention in 5 alternative conventions in Great Britain,
Israel, South Africa and Australia.
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Traveling in R9 was the most exciting, gratifying yet exhausting part of my role as the R9 Trustee. It
entailed a lot of air travel and getting to remote places to help alleviate the feeling isolation. I was able
to see the pioneer work done in many places and view the growth of OA around the world. Attending
assemblies, conventions, giving S&T and Steps workshops, doing PI work on the media, Leading open
meetings and above all meeting with different IGs and N/LSBs and dedicated service members helped
assist struggling groups and IGs. It gave me the opportunity to meet with many OA members who share
our disease and recovery and who have become my dear friends.
I am privileged to say that I have had an innumerable number of unique experiences as a result of
meeting hundreds of people and visiting a vast array of OA groups around the world. Among the most
rewarding was joining a meeting inside the Panama Canal zone and there I learned that in this isolated
area not only was I the first OA member to visit the group, but also that never had anyone from AA
come to visit the huge membership that was there. Another touching example was when I visited the
fellowship in Brussels where they have three different meeting, one English-speaking, one Flemishspeaking and one German-speaking and yet there was no liaison between the three. I invited the three
groups to share a common meeting on February 16 and they were not even aware it was OA Unity Day.
This was the only time my sharing was translated into two languages and everyone else was also
translated into two languages. I believe that it was not a coincidence and it was our Higher Power at
work, especially since I was supposed to come a few weeks earlier and had to reschedule because
something

or

someone

celebrate

Unity

Day

directed
together.

us

to

Being

translated is fine for a day or two and with
the years I have developed a technique of
sentence-by-sentence

translation,

which

makes it easier for both the translator and
the people who listen. But you need to think in
sentences without letting it interrupt your
train of thought. Being familiar with many
languages, I managed to also check whether I was translated correctly. In another instance, at a retreat
I was to host in Italy to 40 members, more than 90 people showed up and the event had to be held inside
the chapel with me standing in the place of the priest, a very unique experience for someone of my
religion but OA taught us to rise above the differences stay connected to our inner self and spiritual
Higher Power. A final example of a unique experience was my second visit to Egypt. This time to visit the
first ever Arabic-speaking meeting. To my surprise, the members could not believe that I was not an
American coming via Israel but rather a Jewish Israeli OA member who came expressly to meet “the OA
family” in Egypt.
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But there were also some frustrating and sad moments when I came to Bergen and found that the
meeting had closed down; or when I went to Dublin to “The Spirit of Hope” IG to find out that for five
months new members didn‛t even hear the word abstinence mentioned. The members of the IG became
devout disciples of Bill B, believing that the food issue should not be addressed or even mentioned, as
this is a spiritual program. Eventually, these members left the program.
Yes, it was tiring. Yes, I felt depleted when I boarded the plane on my flights home but I knew I had to
do it, I had to help the way I could, that it was important to visit the different places, to meet people in
remote areas and to try to carry the message. The OA people in these places feel isolated, not only
because of the language barriers but also because of the distances. They need, and also deserve, to
meet OA people from other places, to somehow alleviate the feeling of isolation. Together we had many
unifying, spiritual and very emotional experiences that do not necessarily happen many times in life.
Unique, magical moments when one gets to know and feel the essence of being and serving.
It never ceases to amaze me how, despite our different backgrounds, cultures and languages, we are all
alike and we speak the same words from the heart. I would like, once again, to thank everyone for the
warm hospitality and for picking me up and dropping me at different airports at the most inconvenient
hours of the day and night, for giving me home hospitality, for chauffeuring me across borders, and for
attending the different events.
I feel privileged to have been able to serve the fellowship in many capacities. I began my term as a R9
trustee with a vision of OA, spreading the message to
the Arab-speaking countries and Eastern Europe, which
partially materialized. I dreamt that OA would grow in
R9 but not to the extent that it has grown. I am also
very grateful to have had the opportunity to bring the
flavor of the international community to the BOT.
Moreover, I am thankful for serving as a tool in
exchanging

the

term

“FOREIGN”

with

the

term

“INTERNATIONAL,” in all oral and well as all written
communications and literature of OA. Once again, I
would like to thank the wonderful OA friends I have met in my visits around the world. Thank you all for
allowing me to serve you and special thanks to my Higher Power for granting me this most unique
experience.
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Region Nine Thirtieth Anniversary Newsletter - Experience of service as trustee
I am Kathleen, a compulsive eater who served as one of OA‛s Region 9 Trustees. My period of service
was from Conference 2000 to Conference 2006. Later I served for a few extra months when the person
who took over from me had to resign from ill health. At the beginning of my service South America was
part of Region Nine, so I travelled briefly in Brazil and Colombia, but most of my travelling was in
Europe, with visits also to South Africa and Israel.
How I felt about my abilities for the service
When it was first suggested to me that I should consider running for Region Trustee I was very
doubtful of my abilities.
As I remember it, we were at a Region Nine Assembly and a
kind, patient friend listened to me as I talked through my
concerns. She suggested I just go through the process of
applying, and then trust the selection process. But for the
selection process to work well, not only does it need Able,
trusted servants, it also requires sound and appropriate
methods of choosing them. I suggest it is safer if there is
more than one candidate. When I stood for election I was the
only candidate. I am immensely grateful that I was elected,
but that does not remove the point I am making.
I doubted I could match the service that our then current Trustee, Hulda, was giving. Hulda reassured
me by saying that I would do it differently, but there was not just one right way to carry out the
service.
I talked it through with my husband – it would involve being away from home a lot, and we did not know
how much longer we might have together. His response. ”WE have been given so much by OA, I had
better give back all I can.”

I have enjoyed enormous privileges
Coming to see at depth the tough straightforward democracy of OA. Of course I had had big glimpses
of it in the service I had already given. But here I came to know it, see it and understand it more deeply
from the co-ordinating centre of OA.
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Serving with people in long, good recovery, including an OA meeting with them before starting each day‛s
work. Seeing and working within such a pool of recovery seemed to enable growth in my own recovery.
Getting to work with and know our staff in WSO in ways that I could only see by working with them. I
saw how important they are to the running of OA, and how well they serve us.
Travel to places I would never otherwise have seen. It was fun standing on a spot where two continental
plates were slowly drifting apart; once an OA member who was an official guide showed me round his
home city; but usually there was no time for sight-seeing.
Meeting many different people in OA who taught me a great deal – not just by what they said, but even
more by how they behaved. A blind person who met me at the airport because I said I was afraid of
finding my way in a country where I could not speak the language. She took me to a shop to get food I
needed for my abstinence. In the shop in order to translate a label to me, she had to ask another
customer to read it out. On one occasion, after a diverted flight, I landed at someone‛s door in the early
hours of the morning; she made me coffee and we sat in her kitchen and talked programme. Someone
went many miles out of his way to drive me to the airport. Someone sat with me at the airport to keep
me company until well after midnight. Someone took me to her home, gave me a good abstinent evening
meal and gave me somewhere to sleep until the taxi came to take me to the airport in the early hours. On
various visits one person looked after me all the time I was in her country, including booking trains to
enable me to travel to another city. There were far too many incidents of kindness to mention them all.
My respect and appreciation for all the recovery, kindness and sanity of these people also increased my
respect for OA and what for the programme offers.

I get a great joy in all the translation that is done. I was at an Assembly in Italy when the first Italian
printing of their translation of Beyond Our Wildest Dreams was brought in. I had no part in the work of
producing this translation, I cannot read a word of Italian, but when I looked at the pile of books being
wheeled in on a trolley I was so moved, that for some moments nothing existed for me but those books.
They stood for the dedication, service and recovery of many: – they stood for the growth of OA.

Serving as trustee taught me to see clearly the great importance of translating our literature. Also I
began to see the hard work needed in countries where English is not the first language. On one occasion
I got a glimpse of how it can even be hard to register an NSB when English is not easy for you.

But more deeply than this, it started to teach me a better depth of understanding about the subtleties
of language: there is not just one single surface meaning, there are also layers of implications and
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different ways of thinking. It began to show me how in OA we understand certain words as a result of
the way we use them in our talk about programme and recovery; so when we use a word in programme, it
may have subtly different implications from when we use it outside the context of OA. A very obvious
example is the word abstinence. Two important points follow from this: first, we have to be aware of the
special implications of words we use in OA when a newcomer joins us. Second, it must also mean that as
each area works and grows in recovery, we may learn to think and act in subtly different ways.
From this it follows, as we come together – in National, Regional and World Assemblies and Conventions –
that we will be learning to recognise and learn new depths of understanding from one another. Someone
in programme who was totally bi-lingual told me she needed one sponsor for each language, because she
thought about and understood the programme slightly differently in the two languages. I can see how
this offers us the opportunity to increase our depth of understanding or our programme.

What I learnt: how it helped my recovery
Travelling in Region 9 I was respected and made very welcome, just because I am a compulsive eater,
trying to give a little back to OA. And this respect was given by people who knew very little about me. I
came to see this as respect more for OA and the programme rather than for the flawed person carrying
the message. It taught me the next step in humility.
When I was serving with people totally committed to the programme, I learnt by seeing and experiencing
their honest, kind, straightforward ways of acting and speaking. Being with such recovery taught me and
developed my recovery. This became very clear when I made mistakes; the mistakes were noted, thought
was given to what needed to be done to
correct the mistake, and it was never
mentioned again.
One very serious matter: I disagreed with
our

then

Region

Nine

Chair

over

an

important issue – and I expressed my
disagreement to Conference. The Region
Nine Chair had put in a lot of work and her
views prevailed: it was a very important
issue and she was proved right but it was not just that she was proved right – even if it had it not turned
out so well I had done the wrong thing. I should have raised my doubts in private discussion with her, not
said them publicly without any word to her. I have learnt a lot from my own failings, it has helped me
grow. But I accept it was not the behaviour OA needs from a trustee.
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There were many other demands of the service. Some I did not manage well, others I handled well
enough; but all of them gave me practice at humility – the objective acceptance of myself, and the slow
practice of change. These things are part of our programme of recovery, but are much easier to practise
when backed by the recovery of the group with whom I served.
It would have been better for OA if I had been a better trustee, but there were some things I did well.
I did my best at the time.
And beyond anything else I owe a huge debt of gratitude to OA, to Region Nine and to all who
encouraged and supported me.
Now I see others contributing all they have learnt and all they have been given, to increase the depth of
OA‛s understanding. Now others are in the forefront to pass on to the next generation our increasing
understanding of our journey of recovery.

Thank you.
Kathleen

Sharing some strength and hope with my experience of serving Region 9 as Chair
I came back to OA in the year 2000 – a broken and downtrodden individual with no hope of ever being
normal around food. My relationship with the ‘stuff‛ I put in my mouth was at an all- time low and my
weight at an all- time high. My eating and weight were out of control and both of them were increasing
all the while. I had tried every diet and weight loss regime known to man – and couldn‛t stay with any of
them.
I didn‛t want to be in OA but I did want peace
around food and my weight. When I attended that
first meeting back in Jan 2000 I found folk who
once did what I was still doing with food and had
found a solution to stop doing it. In summary they
were in recovery from this dreadful disease. So – in
short – I asked an abstinent member to sponsor me
and she ‘took‛ me through the steps and showed me
how abstinence worked. She and my group members
took me to OA workshops, Big Book studies and all
sorts of recovery events.
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Along the way some of those events included IG meetings and various other service related events. My
sponsor had stipulated at the beginning that service was one of her requests of me as a sponsee. I am
glad she made that clear way back then.
I had cried in many of those early meetings (and some since!) but by October 2000 I was standing up
sharing my experience at the National Assembly and shedding a very different sort of tear! I was part
way through Step 9 and beginning to experience the promises. My food and relationship with it was
healthier than it had ever been in my life, I was losing weight and as I worked through the 12 Steps – my
sense of self- worth was growing rapidly. Those tears were of relief not despair.
My sponsor asked me a little while later ‘had I booked my ticket for “Region 9”?‛ so I thought about it
and duly went about booking my ticket.
I didn‛t know the difference between an ‘Assembly‛ and a ‘Convention‛ in the OA sense so I booked for
the full 5 days. You can imagine my reaction when I arrived at a monastery in Belgium which was miles
from anywhere (the Region 9 venue for that year) and had to sit at the back of the Assembly for 3 days!
Rage does not come close. I had worked the program (and still working it) ‘the Big Book way‛ and felt
wonderfully healed. Part of my experience at that time was that in all honesty – even though I had put a
lot of effort into the program – was that it was really very simple. So when I saw a formal meeting with
‘motions‛ and folk raising their hand to be heard etc., my overall feeling was ‘what are THEY doing to MY
simple program!‛ Effectively I was there ‘by mistake‛ and didn‛t like what I saw!
But the ‘sitting at the back‛ and observation of how things were done in the fairest way possible was very
good for me! My HP who I choose to call God, had put me and my ego exactly where I was meant to be!
I helped out (as visitors are able to do) in the translation committee of the Assembly (laughable if you
knew my lack of ability with languages). And after the Assembly I attended the Convention.
The Assembly taught me how real democracy and respect worked.
Attending the meetings and workshops of the Convention felt
like a personal OA retreat. The translation back and forth from
Dutch/French/ German/English gave me time to reflect on the
shares and minute by minute my HP (in the shares of other folk
and shear presence in the rooms) and the steps worked their
magic.
By the time I had gone through the three days of the Assembly
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and then the 2 days of the Convention – I was in love with Region 9! Words cannot express how I felt. No
other experience in my life comes remotely close to that sense of healing and love.
That was in Sep of 2003 and my experience that year in Region 9 still has a very special place in my inner
soul. It led me to become involved with the Region and in:



Sep 2004 I attended Region 9 in the UK as a rep for my National Service Board, OAGB.
Sep 2005 I attended Region 9 in Sweden and served as temporary secretary and was elected
Treasurer at the end of that Assembly and then served as Treasurer for the next two years.
Oct 2007 I attended Region 9 in Israel and was elected Chair.

I served for the next two years and was then re-elected in 2009 as Chair and completed my service as
Region Chair in Nov 2011.
The role of Region Chair allowed me to do my part in spreading the OA message. In that role I attended
Region Assemblies in Holland (2008), Italy (2009), Iceland (2010) and Belgium (2011). And during that
period the role required me to travel to America on average 3 times each year to various service
meetings as well as attend Assemblies in other regions to ‘watch how they did it‛. In the final year I was
blessed to take our region place in the OA world service structure and attend and experience recovery
in Region 8 in Columbia, South America.
The role of Region 9 Chair is not about travelling physically – it‛s about taking a part in carrying the
message of OA. When my IG recently looked at the idea of attending WSBC a comment at the time was
given as ‘it‛s a long way on the bus‛, and yes that‛s true but since I walked through the door 13 years ago
– I too have come a long way, and serving as Region 9 Chair was just one way of trying to part repay that
huge debt - I will never repay it all. Back in the beginning of 2000 when my sponsor mentioned service,
she said that she was asking me to do this ‘to the best of my ability and accept that, that ability would
change over time‛. She was absolutely correct – it did change. I clearly didn‛t set out to become Region
Chair – other OA members showed me how service worked and introduced me along the way and gave lots
of encouragement. They made suggestions and as is required of me as a Compulsive Overeater and a
member of OA with a program (albeit an imperfect one). I prayed about those suggestions and put my
faith in my HP when guided into the various roles. Being Region Chair was just another of those roles. I
didn‛t come from a background in which being Region Chair was a natural one! – It is said that God doesn‛t
appoint the qualified, ‘He‛ qualifies the appointed. And so it was for me – without other OA members I
would not have been able to carry out the job of Region Chair.
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As I travel my road of life and hopefully enjoy recovery one day at a time – as I see it, there are a
number of things that are a ‘given‛ in terms of what‛s required if I am to stay out of the food, One day
at a time Remember who I am - a Compulsive Overeater.
Have a relationship with my HP (Working the Steps does this)
Have a personal definition and commitment of what my own Abstinence is (Step 1 supplemented
by an Action Plan with regard to what my daily food plan and a life in recovery should look like)
 Help other Compulsive Overeaters.
We in OA in our various group conscience process, have agreed, on the service structure that we have in




place so we can carry the OA message. Having Region Chairs is just part of that structure and it was a
privilege to serve in the role.
A little snippet I share with you from my report back in the year 2003 after I first attended the Region
9 Assembly & Convention - ‘by mistake‛.

‘…… was truly wonderful. If you want to enhance your OA recovery – a Region 9 Convention is the place
to do it! Huge Hug & thank you to my HP, OA and the OA R9 Belgium organizing committee – it was great.
(2003)‛
Some things don‛t change. Love in fellowship – Stella C 13 Aug 2013

Reflections about my Region 9 service
After having served for several years as a delegate to my Belgian (first Flemish, then French)
Intergroup, I have been pushed to that position of Region Chair, me, such a shy person who didn‛t master
the English language so well. What a challenge!
I started to work hard on preparing the Assembly, buying “the Robert Rules”, studying it on a daily basis,
taking notes, talking a lot with my sponsor, thinking about what I could bring to OA as a link between the
numerous countries.
I felt sad by the lack of communication amongst delegates after annual events.
How could delegates stay in contact between two Assemblies, maintaining continuity?
I‛d imagined giving each participant a commitment that they will give feedback of during the next
Assembly: staying in touch with another present delegate till next Assembly.
Serving my second year as chair, I added a new commitment: contacting a Region 9 country that never

participated in Assemblies.
I have been discovering the love in all its colors and diversity, the richness of the different cultures and
languages that make Region 9 so special.
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I have been confronted with my character defects by working with a professionally organized Region 9
team.
Due to health reasons I could only serve for two years: Spain and Israel were my two Assemblies.
In Belgium, which is my native country, we just got a new king and people begin to talk about what kind of
king he will be, what kind of king the former king has been.
Well, I certainly wasn‛t a great Region 9 Chair but I served with my heart and will never forget the
opportunity I was granted to give what I could give at that moment.
Belgium, August the 13th 2013
Anne Perée

My adventures with Region 9 began when I was the representative from the only I.G. in France to the R9
Assembly. I had already attended some R9 Conventions, and coming a day or two earlier, I had noticed
these brave OA members disappearing into meetings in dark rooms while I was enjoying my sunbathing
outside. They were discussing “OA business”, and I did not envy them at all.
Then some years later, we in France, in 2001 and 2002, decided to send a representative to R9. I was
elected to go. As a dear friend said about attending her first OA R9 assembly: “what have they done to
my dear OA?” In the meetings, they seemed to be
talking Chinese, via by-laws and parliamentary
procedures for the debate. I did not understand much
of what was being discussed, and the technicalities of
the debate procedures were baffling!
But I saw that it was very efficient, with many motions
being discussed and voted upon. In France we love
debate… so business meetings often become an endless
debate, everyone wanting to express his/her little
opinion. Result? It is often very difficult to cover the
whole agenda.
With this parliamentary procedure of two pro, two con, we can then vote. That could be called “keeping
it simple”.
I learnt a lot. Hulda, a former R9 trustee, was gathering all the new delegates (and the not so new ones!)
to teach them how to write a report. And it wa s during these informal meetings in Hulda‛s hotel room
that I sometimes understood, at last, all the points that had been addressed during the Assembly, as
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some of them had been a bit hard for me to grasp (or perhaps my concentration had not been what it
should have been, when we were discussing them).
With these reports however, plus my own shares, I was able to bring back a great deal of information to
OA-France concerning R9 and the world wide structure of OA. And this information led to the creation
of a French National Service Board.
Then at the end of the R9 assembly in 2002, I was asked if I could be a candidate for the position of R9
Chair. The current Chair Adele was finishing her term. She was absolutely brilliant, leading meetings
with expertise and clarity. She mastered all the procedures and the parliamentary system, a true pro.
The task seemed impossible for me. So I felt like saying no, and immediately called my sponsor to give
her the list of all my good reasons. She did not comment. Then someone from the R9 OA structure called
me and said “so you are going to say, yes?”. I mumbled a vague reply.
Then few days later, I got a message from my H.P. who said “when asked for giving service always say
“yes”.”
So I argued with him!!!!! He added “I do not choose the equipped, I qualify the chosen”… so to my own
surprise I said yes, hoping someone else would also be candidate, and that I would not be elected. But I
remained the only candidate and was elected R9 Chair in 2003.
So here I am at my first assembly in 2004. It felt like swimming under troubled waters without a mask.
My second assembly as R9 chair in 2005 was still like swimming under troubled water, but now I had a
mask and a tuba. It was probably a bit funny to watch : while I was chairing, you could hear me speaking
English with my French accent of course, but every so often a swear word in French was punctuating
what I was saying every time someone told me that I‛d just missed a point, or made a mistake in the
procedure… I was doing the best I could and business was getting done.
What did I learn?
An accelerator for change. Between two R9 Assemblies, with the help of the R9 secretary and other OA
members, I had to prepare the agenda and documents for the following assembly.
Big problem: one key person on the team was not giving service adequately: not answering emails, then
re-appearing and providing documents that were
not correct, then again disappearing with no news
for long periods, etc…
Being afraid of conflict, I was “kind” to that
person, “understanding her reasons for having
disappeared for so long etc”. As the date of R9
Assembly came closer, I saw that we could be in
big trouble, with no documents, and that the
deadline would be hard to keep.
I suddenly realized that my character failing (i.e.
my fear of conflict) was damaging OA as a Whole.
That my fear of conflict impacted my life, was My
problem… but there was no way I could allow it to
have a negative impact on OA.
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What an enlightenment, what an accelerator for personal change !
Measures were taken, Carmen from Spain volunteered and gave service very efficiently. And we
prepared a new motion to complete our by-laws, so as to know what to do if such a case should occur
again in the future.
By-laws are not only “boring”, they are vital!
So the second lesson I learnt was the real value of these by-laws, that I had found so boring!
They are vital. Among other things, they provide the framework to handle our eventual problems.
When I asked Trustees or other Region Chairs for help concerning this issue, they were asking: “what do
your by-laws say about such a problem?” The answer was: nothing! So we had to cover that point.
My ignorance, once corrected, became an asset.
In a way my ignorance helped me, as I could identify with people attending the R9 Assembly for the first
time. I made a point to explain very simply, all the things I had not understood when I was a newcomer as
R9 delegate!
Overeating in poor countries
As a Region 9 Chair, I had the confirmation of what I always knew intuitively: overeating is a worldwide
disease, even in the poor countries of Africa. The layman would argue: but they are so poor, they do not
have enough to eat so how can they possibly overeat?
If they have the disease of overeating, they do overeat, whenever they can. As one OA member from
Namibia reported in 2005, poor Namibian women in relapse, when they receive a little money, buy the
family food (stodgy maize meal or bread) for the whole month and then binge on it, finishing the whole
lot by themselves, in one go. And anyway, how could these women work out a food plan? They do not have
enough money to eat properly (no fruit, no vegetables). These are big issues to be tackled.
Then in 2005, while at R9 Assembly, I was asked by Kathleen, the outgoing Trustee, if I would consider
becoming a R9 Trustee candidate. I knew then what my HP was going to “tell” me to do, so I said “yes”. A
bit hesitantly, but a “yes” is a “yes.”
The election took place in 2006; I was the only candidate and was elected.
While attending several WSBC before that, as an I.G. delegate from France in 2002, and as R9 Chair in
2004 and 2005, I had seen the trustees, all lined up on a stage with one of them leading the conference,
what a daunting job I thought!
I was very comfortable on my little seat and never dreamt of sitting up there, where they had so much
work to do.
But as I was elected, and I sat up on this little stage and the job was just service with a wider view of
OA as a whole. What a great family! At board meetings we had sharing sessions each morning before the
work began. What a recovery shot! Great vitamins.
What a discovery also to see people from the OA office, working with so much efficiency and dedication
for OA as whole.
I felt privileged to be able to travel to other countries‛ Assemblies, to discover their problems, and work
together to set up viable solutions, that were freeing energies for a better recovery not only at personal
levels but also at national level. Everywhere people “craved” for OA. And I was so happy that I could
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pass on all the hope I had collected over the year. I was moved by the generosity of OA members
hosting me, taking me to the different meeting places.
After conventions we also enjoyed having fun together, dancing happily!
To attend R9 Assemblies as a Trustee was a blessing: no need to chair the assembly, just to give an
opinion if needed, no right to vote.
In August 2007, I had to resign due to ill health and I am very grateful that Kathleen, the previous
Trustee accepted to replace me until May 2008, when a new Trustee could be elected at WSBC. I knew
that Esti was accepting to be candidate. She is our Trustee now and I am very thankful for that.
Thank you everyone, in OA, and especially in R9.
Dominique, France

From our Trustee‛s Desk (Trustee Service 2008-2013)
My name is Esti and I am a compulsive overeater. I have been serving
OA as Region 9 Trustee since WSBC 2008, and would like to share
with you my experience as well as point out some highlights about
Region 9 in the last five years.
Region 9 reminds me, first of all, of our Cofounder Rozanne S.'s
vision. When she realized that the 12 steps program of GA could
help with her problem and decided to start a meeting dedicated to
this problem, she talked to Jim W. who asked her "Are you talking
about starting a local group or a few groups in the city?" "Oh no,"
she shook her head, "I know that someday my organization will be as
big as AA or bigger, and it will be all around the world." ( Beyond My
Wildest Dreams p 8-9.)
It took some years, Rozanne visited Europe, heard about the difficulties OA was facing there, and as a
result WSBC 1979 established an International Committee. Rozanne was the Chair of this committee,
which addressed the special needs of meetings outside the US.
WSBC 1982 established a new Region, Region 9, for all the countries and territories that were not
included in Regions 1-8 (USA and Canada). Jeanine M. (from USA) was the first Region 9 Trustee. A year
later, in 1983, the first Region 9 Assembly was held in Israel.
WSBC 1992 moved Mexico from Region 9 to Region 2. WSBC 1994 established Region 10, which consists
of Australia, New Zealand, Japan and the Pacific Rim. WSBC 2001 moved Central and South America
from Region 9 to Region 8.
Since then, Region 9 includes Europe, Africa, the Middle East and the Western side of Asia. As of July
2013, the region has 844 meetings, 46 Intergroups, 13 Service Boards and all this in 50 countries.
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Translations
I came to OA 19 years ago and was fortunate to find a well-established meeting with a format and
literature in Hebrew, my local language. I am grateful to OA cofounders in Israel for having the insight
of how important it is to translate the literature, and that this is one of the main reasons for OA's
growth in Israel. We have about 100 meetings in such a small country.
The importance of translating OA's literature got leverage in
recent years. The Fellowship decided to establish a special fund in
order to allocate money for this purpose, in addition to the funds
that were put on the regular budget of WSO.
The guidelines that the former Trustees prepared with a great
deal of effort were approved, and all was done to enable the
translation task to be easier. No longer is there a need to send
the translated piece of literature to WSO for checking its
accuracy. It took too long to approve the translations, so it was
decided that they did not have to be perfect. Instead, it was
suggested that a local committee would check and approve them.
Lately, it was decided to have a single translation of OA's
literature into Spanish, which is done by the WSO. Yes, there
are differences between the Spanish spoken in Spain and in
other Central and South America countries (same as there are
differences between the English spoken in the US, England,
Ireland, Australia and New Zealand, although nobody thought
they cannot use the OA literature ), so in order to avoid
duplication of efforts it will be easier to accept that it is not
perfect rather than have different translation into Spanish in
different countries
I am happy to tell you that in the last several years the 12 Steps
and 12 Traditions book has been translated into Icelandic, Arabic
and Polish. Some countries such as Hungary, Turkey and Romania
started to translate OA literature.
Language Barrier
In Region 9 we have meetings in 50 countries. Yes, some of them are English speakers but most of them
are conducted in different languages, and even if they are fortunate to have OA's literature in their
own local language, they have difficulties communicating in the Region and outside the Region.
Communications is through a member who speaks English, but sometimes it is not easy to find a member
who can do the service as well as be an English speaker.
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Part of my service is to visit the Fellowship
and to spread the message by sharing my
experience, strength and hope, and do
workshops. I am always warmly welcomed by
the local members; however, it has happened
that a member drove me in her car from one
city to another for 3-4 hours and we couldn't
speak a word. There was really a language
barrier. Usually, there are local members who
interpret my sharing but in some places they
hired a professional local interpreter to do so.
The communication between WSO and the
meetings and Intergroups in the Region is
difficult. Either WSO has to translate the
letters into many different languages or they send them in English, but many times they are thrown away
without knowing what it was all about.
The language barrier affects sponsorship and recovery in places where OA is starting. As they don't
have yet local sponsors, they need the help of more experienced members from outside the country. But
it is not easy to find long-time members who speak this specific language in another country.
OA's Growth
I would like to give you two examples of OA's growth in the last five years. One is Hungary, who started
with one meeting in Budapest with 2-3 members in 2010, and has now about 30 members and three
ongoing meetings in Budapest. Two of them are in Hungarian and one is in English. They also have an
international Skype meeting that has been established and coordinated by Hungary, which has been going
for two years. They have plans to start meetings in other cities.
Hungary translated some pamphlets and PI cards.
Another example is Poland. The first OA meeting in Poland was established at

December 1990, in

Warsaw. The development of the Fellowship was a very slow and gradual process. For about 10 years
there were one or two weekly meetings in Warsaw. The text of the Twelve Steps from "The OA Twelve
and Twelve" was translated into Polish as well as a couple of pamphlets and the "For Today" book, but
they were circulated in unlicensed Xerox copies. The Fellowship grew slowly, as there were very few
people with stable abstinence, almost no sponsors and at meetings one could hear more complaining than
recovery sharing. After 2002 some meetings were established in other cities (Sosnowiec, Wroclaw,
Krakow).
The first national convention took place (in Czestochowa) In 2004 . The Region 9 Trustee (Kathleen)
visited Poland for the first time, teaching the fellowship there, a lot about working the program and
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about OA structure. The workshops were recorded and may people listened to those tapes – it gave the
Polish fellowship a big boost.
The Polish fellowship started growing more rapidly due to the support from visitors and sponsors from
other countries (Israel, USA, UK, Denmark and France). A website was created with a forum where
people can post their experience and ideas.
At 2009 a Polish delegate has been sent to WSBC for the first time (sponsored by WSO) and
representatives started attending Region 9 Assemblies.
Since 2010 with financial help from WSO and Region 9 they published and distributed three books the
12 Steps and 12 Traditions, For Today and Overeaters Anonymous as well as many pamphlets.
In October 2012 the Polish Fellowship hosted the Region 9 Assembly & Convention.
As of Today there are about 40 meetings in Poland including three Skype meetings in more than 20
Polish cities. The average attendance at meetings varies from 2-3 members up to about 20 members.
There are about 10 members serving at the NSB and they have plans to grow and to translate more
literature.
We have meetings in about 50 countries in Region 9 but there are about 80 more countries in Region 9
that there are no OA meeting at all so there is a lot of potential in Region 9 to spread the message to
new countries and to have more meetings in the countries that already have meetings.
On a Personal Note
I am doing service since I came to OA. Service has a big role in my recovery as it encourages me to keep
my abstinence, to keep coming to meetings and OA events, to read and write, and to deepen my
relationship with My Higher Power and grow spiritually.
I am especially grateful for the opportunity to do service as Region 9's Trustee. It is not an easy
service. I have to travel a lot, which means to leave home, to leave my husband alone and take off from
my other activities, but there are a lot of benefits. I like traveling. I meet a lot of different people, I
experience and learn about new places and new cultures, and many other things.
There are sometimes frustrations, like when I went to Hungary to visit the Fellowship. I met my hostess
who took me to the one and only
meeting, at that time, but no one
else showed up. We had a
meeting, a good one. I shared my
experience and it was not in vain.
There are now more meetings
and more members with a great
hope to grow in the future.
There are surprises too. Last
year I was planning to go and
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visit the Fellowship in Bratislava, Slovakia. My travel agent told me that I have a plane to Vienna and
from there to take a bus to Bratislava. That gave me the idea to visit the Fellowship in Vienna as well. I
came to Vienna and told them about my plans for Bratislava so some members decided to come to
Bratislava and while they were there, they made plans to cooperate and have mutual events, and even to
include Budapest (Hungary) and Prague (the Czech Republic).
My visit to Russia last summer was very interesting. In addition to the language barrier, I learned what
lack of communication means. I planned to visit St. Petersburg but couldn't find OA meetings there.
Only when I arrived in Moscow I learned that there are meetings in St. Petersburg but that they are not
registered with WSO. I explained to them the importance of registration and they did it right away.
We also didn't know that they translated OA's literature into Russian. I brought with me 3-4 copies of
the 12 Steps and 12 Tradition book that was translated in Israel by Russian members. I was sure I was
'saving' the Russian fellowship, only to find that they had done it as well and that they also had
translated other OA literature. It was funny in a way, but also sad. We could have avoided duplication of
efforts had we known about it, and it would have helped many Russian-speaking members in other
countries.
It amazes me that although we are a very spread-out region with many different languages, which makes
communications much more difficult, we can have thanks to the new telecommunications technology a
Board meeting once a month trough Skype. It is not the same as a face to face meeting, but it is a lot
better than to have one or two meetings a year. At those meetings we get updates from committee
chairs and other officers and make the necessary decisions.
My reward for this service is tremendous. So many people invited me to stay with them and opened up
their homes and heart for me. Members tell me that my visit encouraged them to get abstinent and work
the program.
I improved my English, got more confident, and since I have my Higher Power next to me wherever I go,
I feel relaxed and blessed every day, one day at a time.
Thank you members of Region 9, thank you OA, and thank you Rozanne for your vision and hard work.
Love in service,
Esti

More tips
1. Emphasize use of a wider variety of OA literature in meetings
2. Importance of studying Steps & Traditions in meetings
3. Awareness of outreach plan and material
4. Encourage IG's use PI/PO committees to complete activities
5. Use suggested meeting format
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Dear Region 9,
In response to your request regarding the history of Region 9, what follows is the “thumb nail” version,
according to my memory. The reason that I remember the story, is that it was such a momentous
“coming of age” happening, and I was truly blessed to be part of it while serving on the BOT.
The World Service Conference (WSC—it was called that then.) of 1976, voted to ‘regionalize” the world
of OA, and to that extent, they divided the North American Continent into eight regions, beginning on
the west coast (the home of OA) and moving eastward. The division was a balance between geographical
and population, to the best estimate possible.
The regions immediately (Fall of 1976) held assemblies, and in most regions, the first region conventions
were held in 1977. Although there were meetings in Tel Aviv, and some in Europe, there were not enough
to substantiate creating a new region.
In the early 1980‛s, Tel Aviv Intergroup made application to the World Service Board of Trustees, to
become Region 9. By this time, there were enough IGs formed, many in Western Europe, and many more
in Jerusalem, as well as Tel Aviv. The Board accepted the application and appointed Jeanine M. (St.
Louis, Missouri) as the acting trustee. It took several years for the certification to be completed.
It was in 1988 that Carol W. (Tel Aviv IG) became the first Region 9 Trustee, from outside the U.S. &
Canada. This really completed our synergy worldwide, and as you know, continued growth was made
possible because one person, half of a world away carried the message.
footprint to our path.
Kind of exciting, huh?
Yours in Love & Service,
Nancy J.
Former Region 5 Trustee
1986-89

Thank you for adding one more
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1984
region 9 countries list - WSO registration
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Article from
"Recovery
into the
Millennium
2000"
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By Adele, Israel
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(Taken from "Beyond our wildest dreams", chapter 17)

Rozanne, OA Founder

